Career Profile

A weekly series devoted to providing information on career exploration

For the next several weeks,
we are focusing on careers in
information technology.
The products of information
technology are a part of our
daily lives, whether it’s the
operating systems on mobile
phones, the computer networks that automate everyday
financial transactions, or the
reams of information sought
and found on the Internet.



The type of work
• Expand or modify system to serve new purposes or
improve work flow.
• Test, maintain, and monitor computer programs and
systems, including coordinating the installation of
computer programs and systems.
• Develop, document and revise system design procedures, test procedures, and quality standards.
• Provide staff and users with assistance solving computer related problems, such as malfunctions and
program problems.

More Facts

It should come as no surprise that
careers in the IT field are expected
to grow significantly in the next
decade - jobs in computer software
engineering, for example, are
expected to grow by 32% by 2018,
according to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. (Excerpt from A Career
in Information Technology, Wall
Street Journal, Sept. 2010)

• Consult with management to ensure agreement on
system principles.

• Read manuals, periodicals, and technical reports to
learn how to develop programs that meet staff and
user requirements.
• Coordinate and link the computer systems within
an organization to increase compatibility and so
information can be shared.
• Determine computer software or hardware
needed to set up or alter system.
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William Pate
Lead Technical Analyst
Lorain County JVS, Oberlin, Ohio

Analyze business and other data processing problems to
implement and improve computer systems. Analyze user
requirements, procedures, and problems to automate or
improve existing systems and review computer system
capabilities, workflow, and scheduling limitations.

• Review and analyze computer printouts and performance indicators to locate code problems, and correct
errors by correcting codes.

• Confer with clients regarding the nature of the information processing or computation needs a computer
program is to address.
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How did you become interested in your particular field?
While attending Cleveland State University I worked part-time as

THE

FUTURE

a computer lab technician. I quickly discovered that I had a real
interest in working with computers and technology so I pursued
technical training. I took a Cisco router class from Cuyahoga
Community College (CCC) and found I really liked working with
technology.

OUTLOOK

Employment of computer systems
analysts is projected to grow 25 percent
from 2012 to 2022, faster than the average
for all occupations. They held about 520,600
jobs nationwide in 2012. In Ohio there were
nearly 27,160 individuals employed with
a projected increase of 22% over the ten
year period of 2012-2022.

High

How did you get to where you are today? What path did
your employment journey take?
I majored in Chemical Engineering in college because I had

a natural talent for Chemistry. Once I became an engineering intern I found out I wasn’t as fond of the field. Computer
Science seemed to be a natural fit. I took a position as a copier
repairman and I found with just a small amount of training I was
able to get a good paying full-time position. One of the people
attending my Cisco router class from CCC was the manager of a
consulting company. He offered to interview me for a position
and I was hired as a computer systems analyst. I have worked in
manufacturing, insurance, consulting and currently education,
here at the Lorain County JVS.

What skills or certifications do you think are needed to
be successful in this field?
You need to have good communication, listening, time manage-

United States .......................$50,300....... $81,200 ........ $125,500
Ohio .....................................$50,000....... $77,600 ........ $114,400
Cleveland-ElyriaMentor, OH PMSA ................$49,400....... $73,100 ........ $110,600
O*Net Online, http://online.onetcenter.org

Pathways to success:
Most computer systems analysts have a bachelor’s degree in a computer-related field. Because
these analysts also are heavily involved in the business side of a company, it may be helpful to
take business courses or major in management information systems.
Some employers prefer applicants who have a master’s degree in business administration
(MBA) with a concentration in information systems. For more technically complex jobs, a master’s
degree in computer science may be more appropriate.
Although many computer systems analysts have technical degrees, such a degree is not always
a requirement. Many analysts have liberal arts degrees and have gained programming or technical expertise elsewhere.

What Employers look for in individuals:
• Computers and Electronics - circuit boards,
• Mathematics - arithmetic, algebra, geomprocessors, chips, electronic equipment, and
etry, calculus, statistics, and their applicacomputer hardware and software, including
tions.
applications and programming.
• Engineering and Technology - practical ap• English Language - structure and content of
plication of engineering science and techthe English language including the meannology. This includes applying principles,
ing and spelling of words, rules of compositechniques, procedures, and equipment to
tion, and grammar.
the design and production of various goods
and services.
• Customer and Personal Service - principles
and processes for providing customer and
• Administration and Management - busipersonal services. This includes customer
ness and management principles involved
needs assessment, meeting quality stanin strategic planning, resource allocation,
dards for services, and evaluation of cushuman resources modeling, leadership techtomer satisfaction.
nique, production methods, and coordination of people and resources.

Sponsors

ment, and troubleshooting skills. Troubleshooting is the most
important skill because people expect you to fix things when
they are broken. If you don’t develop other skills such as
listening to find out what is really wrong, you won’t be able
to fix much. Technology related certifications such as Cisco,
VMWare, Microsoft, and others really will help employers see
your skillset. Typically certifications are not enough, you really
need work experience. Employers are also desperately in need
of people with business skills. It is not enough to be able to fix
problems, you really need to understand how the piece of
software you are fixing solves a need for a line of business within a company. Other non-technical related certifications are becoming increasingly popular like Lean Six Sigma, ITIL, and PMP.

What changes have you seen in the last few years in
your industry?
The technology field has really changed in the last few years.

When I first started larger organizations typically had one
specialist who understood networking, and one who understood
databases etc. Now when you look at job descriptions employers
really want someone who can bridge all the gaps. The Internet
has really become the great equalizer. Many business functions
performed by software such as payroll, inventory, and order
tracking are being handled in the cloud – meaning that instead
of the infrastructure being stored onsite, a company or cloud
provider hosts the infrastructure and you connect to it over the
Internet. This has made connecting to the Internet a business
necessity.

 What is the best part of your job?
 The best part of my job is helping people. Helping people solve a

problem will never become an obsolete skill. People have a need
regardless of industry, but especially in technology. If you can
fill a need to help someone accomplish their objective, there is
nothing better.

Do you have any words of advice for someone
considering a career in your field?
 Something I have told several of my younger colleagues is that

a two year technical Associate’s degree from Lorain County Community College or Tri-C is the best value around. If you follow up
a technical program at a community college with a Bachelor’s
degree in Business Administration, it really makes you stand out.
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